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ALIEN: ISOLATION 
We almost forgot the human factor 

We've admitted before. 
we were concerned. 

The battle of wits Creative 
Assembly had been teasing 

between our protagonist 
Amanda Ripley and the unkillable. 

unstoppable Alien sounded like it 
would be amazing to play ... for about 
two hours. But where was the rest of 
the game going to come from? We 
were clearly foolish to think that wasn't 
something that the developer had 
been thinking too. 

You see. rather than as advertised. 
the Allen actually isn't the only threat 
you have to navigate on the Sevastapol 
space station. Other threats, both 
human and synthetic, are going to be 
interested in you. Your arrival on the 
space station suspiciously matches the 
emergence of this new terror in their 
midst and frankly, the longer-term 
residents won't find your protesting 
very convincing. Unlike the Xenomorph 

however. they're most definitely 
susceptible to weapons. It creates 
the central dilemma of the game. 
Kill or don't kill. Attack or hide You'll 
apparently be able to play through the 
entirety of Isolation without killing a 
soul. According to Creative Assembly, 
that just felt right for the character of 
Amanda. or at least felt right for the 
family she belongs to. That doesn't 
mean you can't put an aggressor in 
harm's way, of course. 

And once again Isolation appears to 
be placing itself among the top level of 
FPS games with the kind of emergent. 
unscripted gameplay that would make 
a Big Daddy proud. From crafting your 
own weapons and tools to bringing 
together the superbly programmed 
Al of the Alien with other NPCs on 
the station, there's a lot of scope for 
random events to take place that 
will be completely unique to you and 
utterly terrifying to experience. 

The additional layer to this 1s the 
structure of Sevastapol itself. built 
to be a real place. which essentially 
translates into gaming parlance as 
metro1dvania 1n structure. Go where 
you like. access new areas with new 
equipment and then go back again. 
The Xenomorph will continue to stalk 
you throughout and everyone else 
will likely be as free to explore as you. 
There will be no safety to be found on 
familiar ground other than you know 
where the exits are. Not to mention 
that your oh so unreliable motion 
tracker might Just as well be p1ck1ng 
up an android working in a lab as it is 
a creature in the air ducts. Things may 
not be quite what they seem. 
•:• JONATHAN GORDON 

HOW'S IT LOOKING? Each new reveal 
seems to add a couple more hours of 
gameplay to the experience. A couple more 
previews and this might actually be a full 
game. We're hopeful. 
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D 3DTHINKING 
Dtspi te be11lg a 

littlf low tech you might 
tllr tilt mo1ton tracker 
wWd help a lot Since 
1tClflly~lOdata 
though. you can never be 
~ 'P of tsreadillgs 

f)BLACKBOX 
Tilt Nosuomo 

blcJck bux 1s the item th•t 
sets tvtrythmg in motion 
l01 /w1Jt1on Am.inda 
deSjlflately wants 
inlo on her mother's 
disappearance 

FUTURE 
RETRO 

We lovf the commitment 
to the style oC the 
onglllcll Ah<'n mo'llt. 
lilt Se-mities leel to tilt 
~ •nd items you l1nd 
t pr ~( II !fajly weff 

.. REAL FACES 
Ii.I Al of the 
characters 111 lsolJt1on 
havt likeoo~ b~ 
Oil rt•l .t<tors Cre•llve 
Asstmbly h rtd to play 
the ~ru. The Ahen 
thank'~tywas not 

r.1 SAM US-STYLE 
1:1 Tht metr()(dvarua 
sty e or exploration~ 
bf<omt119 cledrer now for 
lso/Jtion. You can explore 
as you please, unlock 
areas and return when 
you Ike. 
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